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ROUND 4 INTERVIEW  
October 17, 2021      
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA  ( -24) 
 
 
Q.  Collin, how would you characterize that 62? 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  A great, hot start. Kind of cooled off towards the back nine. You 
know, whenever you shoot 62 you're always going to be pleased, but I thought I left a few 
out there, especially with some putts. But overall I'm very pleased the way this kind of last 18 
went, especially at a course that I've played a lot. I felt very comfortable and it's kind of a 
good way to start the season. 
 
Q.  Starting the day you were a couple shots back. What was your mindset hitting on 
the first tee knowing that there were a lot of birdies to be made out here? 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  Yeah, I think it was more than a couple, I think I was like six or 
seven shots, so I knew I needed a good start. After my second shot on 1, I left it like 20 feet 
short, so not the chip shot I wanted, but made the putt. Just kind of built momentum. I felt 
really good over the putter and that's kind of some of those days where you're going to hit it 
good, putt it good and be able to make a few birdies. 
 
Q.  You've played this course dozens and dozens of times, but what did you learn 
about the course in competition that maybe you didn't know on a daily basis? 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  To be honest, I pretty much knew the course like the back of my 
hand. Normally I'm taking a lot of notes in my yardage book drawing arrows, drawing Xs, but 
didn't do that this week. I just went out and played like I normally would. A few tee shots that 
I kind of changed up. On 12, took driver once and I don't think I've never not taken driver. So 
there's some holes out here that I had to play a little differently that I don't know how I'll play 
it for the future, but it's an awesome course and I think a lot of guys loved it. Made a lot of 
birdies, which is always nice. 
 
Q.  And you talked about hitting a perfect 4-iron. How often does that happen that you 
absolutely hit a club perfectly?  
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  It was near perfect. It wasn't exactly how we planned. We planned 
for it to land short, but we knew if I was going to flush it and get some height, it was going to 
land up top, which is exactly where it landed, and hopefully stop short of the back edge. 
When you hit it that flush with height, you can't do anything else. I did my best to my ability 
to hit that shot.  
 
Q.  And I believe this is the first time you've played a tournament at a home-home 
course. Looking back at the week, what's the first thing that comes to your mind 
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about that experience? 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  I love it. Seeing a lot of members root me on, seeing people that I 
see on a daily basis, weekly basis when I'm back home, it's just awesome. All the members 
here at Summit are wonderful and I'm very thankful to be here. 
  


